
 

NRL Challan 

Vehicle No. HR-06AE-4336  

 

03.05.2021 

Through Webex Video Conferencing 

In compliance of order no. :2/R/RG/DHC/2021 dated 19.04.2021 of  Hon’ble High 

Court of Delhi, only urgent cases are being taken up through Video Conferencing. 

All the regular matters shall be adjourned en-bloc. 

 

Present: Sh. Ashwani Kumar Solanki, Ld. APP for the State through   

  VC.  

  Ld. Counsel for the applicant through VC.  

  The present application for release of vehicle bearing no. HR-06AE-

4336 on superdari has been filed by the applicant. Copy of reply has been received 

through electronic mode wherein it is stated that the transport department has no 

objection for release of the said vehicle on superdari.  

  Application as well as the reply are perused carefully.  

  Considering the reply of the IO, no ground has been disclosed to 

detain the vehicle nor the custody of vehicle has been sought by the ZO/TI for 

investigation. Hence, in view of the judgment of Manjeet Singh Vs. State, the 

aforesaid vehicle be released to the registered /rightful owner  subject to following 

condition. 

1. Vehicle in question be released to its registered/rightful owner only subject 

to furnishing of indemnity bond as per the valuation at the cost of the 

applicant to the satisfaction of the concerned ZO/TI subject to verification of 

ownership documents. 



2. ZO/TI shall prepare detailed panchnama mentioning the colour appearance , 

Engine number, chasis number, ownership and other necessary details of the 

vehicle. 

3. ZO/TI shall take the colour photographs of the vehicle from different angles 

and also of the engine number and the chasis number of the vehicle 

sufficient to identify the vehicle during the course of trial. 

4. The photographs should be attested and counter signed by the complainant, 

accused and applicant. 

5. The applicant shall submit anyone original document i.e either 

registration certificate (RC), permit or driving license against proper 

receipt or robkar to be issued by the department in order to ensure 

efforts towards disposal of the challan. 

Application is disposed off accordingly. 

Copy of this order be sent to counsel for the applicant through 

email/whatsapp by the Reader/Ahmad.  

This order be also uploaded on the website of the District Courts.   

 

   

 

                           (Tapasya Agarwal)              

MM, North District              

    Rohini Courts, Delhi/03.05.2021 

  



 

FIR No.444/20  

PS S.P. Badli 

State Vs. Rahim Chawdhary 

 

03.05.2021 

Through Webex Video Conferencing 

In compliance of order no. :2/R/RG/DHC/2021 dated 19.04.2021 of  Hon’ble High 

Court of Delhi, only urgent cases are being taken up through Video Conferencing. 

All the regular matters shall be adjourned en-bloc. 

 

Present: Sh. Ashwani Kumar Solanki, Ld. APP for the State through   

  VC.  

  Ld. Counsel for the applicant through VC. 

  In view of the verification report, bail bonds considered and accepted. 

Release warrants of the accused be prepared immediately. 

  Bail bond be disposed off accordingly.  

 

                           (Tapasya Agarwal)              

MM, North District              

    Rohini Courts, Delhi/03.05.2021 

  



FIR No. 249/21 

PS S.P. Badli 

State Vs. Anuj Jain & Ors.   

03.05.2021 

Through Webex Video Conferencing 

In compliance of order no. :2/R/RG/DHC/2021 dated 19.04.2021 of  Hon’ble High 

Court of Delhi, only urgent cases are being taken up through Video Conferencing. 

All the regular matters shall be adjourned en-bloc. 

Present: Sh. Ashwani Kumar Solanki, Ld. APP for the State through   

  VC.  

Accused Anuj Jain, Shekhar Kumar and Keshav Chaudhary produced 

from JC through VC. 

Accused Anil Jain is stated to be in police custody. 

  Sh. Anand Prakash, Ld. Counsel for the applicant through VC 

IO SI Paramjeet, Inspector Manmohan Singh and SHO SP Badli 

through VC. 

 

1. An application has been moved by the I.O for release of case 

property being life saving equipment that is oxygen concentrator 

for use in hospital/COVID care centre.  He has submitted that these 

concentrators were seized from the accused as they were selling 

the same at higher rates with malafide intentions. I.O has further 

submitted that S.3/7 of the essential commodities act is not being 

invoked herein as offence under the same was not made out during 

the course of investigation.  

 

2. All the three accused as well as their counsel are present via VC. 

One accused Anil Jain is stated to be in PC. They have submitted 



that they are the rightful owner of the oxygen concentrators and 

hence the application of the IO must not be allowed. Reply filed on 

behalf of accused is taken on record. They were given sufficient 

time to produce any document/ license to sell to show the 

genuineness of their sale/purchase. However, despite opportunity, 

no documents were filed on behalf of the accused for perusal by 

the Court.  

 

3. Application perused. Submission heard. 

 

4. At present, our country is witnessing an unprecedented crisis and 

numerous lives have been lost owing to shortage of oxygen supply. 

The numbers on the registers of hospitals recording deaths are ever 

growing. Judicial notice can be taken of the fact that Delhi is 

reeling under an acute shortage of oxygen. Oxygen concentrators 

at this point of the pandemic are life savers and owing to their 

shortage, attendants of patients are running from pillar to post for 

procurement. Every single life is important and this Court is duty 

bound to do everything in its power to lessen the crisis.  

 

5. Having discussed the intent behind this order, going into the 

submissions of the accused to determine rightful ownership and 

intention at this stage would require considerable time which 

would be fatal to public health and social condition prevalent as of 

now and would amount to a mini trial. Prima facie, they have been 

unable to present their bills/ license as seller despite opportunity. 



Needless to say, the rights and dues of the accused shall be 

ascertained during trial.  

 

6. Keeping in mind the totality of the circumstances, the oxygen 

concentrators are released to the IO/SHO for a period of two 

months from today.  I.O. is directed to make the concentrators 

available to any/all COVID care hospitals within the area of 

GNCTD as allocated by the Secretary, Health . The concentrators 

shall be used and reused until the pandemic persists or period of 

two months, whichever is earlier after which the IO is duty bound 

to procure the circulated concentrators for trial in the absence of 

any other order.  Considering the dynamic situation of the 

pandemic, IO will be at liberty to move appropriate application at 

the expiry of the given period of 2 months. 

 

7. Further keeping in mind the rights of the accused,  I.O. /SHO is 

directed to abide by the following conditions before circulation of 

the concentrators- 

(i) An identification mark (being seal of the IO/SHO) shall be 

placed on each concentrator along with a number from 01 to 

115. 

(ii) IO is directed to take colored photographs of the concentrators. 

(iii)  He shall prepare a panchnama of the case  property .  

 

8. Before parting with this order, it is incumbent upon this Court to 

ensure that the concentrators reach the needy. For this, I.O. / SHO 

is also directed to make a dedicated list of all the Covid Hospitals 



where  the concentrators are being  supplied alongwith the date and 

signature of the recipient (who shall be a responsible & competent 

official of the Hospital) and the same shall be filed before the 

undersigned within 5 days from today.  

 

9. Copy of this order also be sent to DM(North) for 

information/further circulation and for seeking assistance of IO 

wherever the equipment may be rightfully required.  

 

10.  Application is disposed off accordingly. 

 

11.  Be put up for filing of compliance report on 08.05.2021. 

 

 

                           (Tapasya Agarwal)              

MM, North District              

    Rohini Courts, Delhi/03.05.2021 
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